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Abstract: Similar to how humans communicate, devices will
have to communicate with each other in the Internet of Things
(IoT) ecosystem. Where the devices themselves become the users
of the knowledge or the data that is acquired. Hence we can say
that device-to-device communication becomes an intrinsic part
of IoT. Devices have to communicate autonomously with each
other without any centralized monitoring system. It will be more
powerful when the devices can communicate in a multi-hop
manner rather than a single-hop manner where the information
when and where needed can be accumulated and used. This
leads to a need where there must be a group communication
between the devices in a particular network. Hence information
about the network and the environment in which the devices
operate can be identified and the relevant knowledge can be
transferred to a peer network or a device for further information
gathering or the peer nodes can be used as intermediate nodes in
the multi-hop network. Here we are proposing a network of
multi-hop interconnected intelligent IoT devices that can
communicate among its peer devices gather information and
send the information in a multi-hop fashion making using of the
adjacent networks or clusters.
Keywords: Internet of Things (IoT), Device to Device
communication, multi hop, Centralized monitoring system.

infrastructure for cyber-physical systems (CPS), which are
engineered systems that are built from, and depend upon, the
seamless integration of computational algorithms and
physical components.
The IoT will enable the transformation of sensed or
gathered data into intelligent information, thus embedding
intelligence into our environment. Besides, the IoT will
involve billions of devices that can report their location,
identity, and history over wireless connections [2]. Hence
there arises a need where the devices have to communicate
with each other to share their location and identity. The same
way the devices that are forming any network or group have
to communication among them to share their information.
There are situations where infrastructure or a central node
may fail and there will be a lag in communication between
the interconnected devices. The devices have to find another
path to reach their destination which can be made possible by
making use of multi-hop networks. A multi-hop network is
one in which the nodes or devices do not directly transmit
their signals to the base station in a single hop, instead, they
take multiple hops with the in-between nodes to reach the
destination.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of the Internet, people have become
increasingly interconnected at an unprecedented scale. In
modern times the Internet of Things (IoT) is emerging as the
latest trend for communication and device control. The
Internet of Things (IoT) represents a diverse technology and
usage with unprecedented business opportunities and risks.
The Internet of Things is changing the dynamics of the
security industry & reshaping it. It allows data to be
transferred seamlessly among physical devices to the
Internet. Internet of Things (loT) is a global infrastructure for
the information society, enabling advanced services by
interconnecting (physical and virtual) things based on
existing and evolving interoperable information and
communication technologies. loT is a networking
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The objective of the paper is to propose a mechanism
where the devices on the internet of things will make use of
intelligent communication mechanisms to communicate
with each other, share information or interact with each
other, without the increased expenditure of energy and
finding the best route to reach the destination. Also, we focus
on routing algorithms that will help the packets find their
path to the destination node or base station. Also, we throw
light on the challenges that will be faced in implementing the
proposed communication style.
II. PROPOSED COMMUNICATION MECHANISM
Device-to-Device communication has become very popular
in recent times. Cellular device to device communication has
become an area of interest. Hence there is a need to look into
how intelligent communication can be achieved in IoT
devices.
There is a primary question of why there is a need for
Device-to-Device communication. The answer is that it will
enable efficient use of the
network resources and it will
provide robustness if the central
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infrastructure of the network goes down or becomes
unreachable when a device is out of range. A device in a
remote
location
can
leverage
Device-to-Device
communication for a short-range peer-to-peer connectivity,
this allows them to share their data. In IoT, communication is
expected to be a normal occurrence.
The IoT doesn't have a homogenous network. Due to this
heterogeneous nature of IoT intelligence will be required in
Device-to-Device communication processes. Intelligence
here is the ability to be aware of the environment in which the
device is operating. It also defines the environment in which
the devices have to collaborate and carry out the desired task.
The purpose of a Device-to-Device communication is to
initiate some action, synchronize devices in an environment,
responding, exchanging information or forwarding data. For
this purpose, a device is expected to have the ability to route
data to other devices and exchanges the information among
them. These devices form a cluster. All the devices in the
cluster have to route among themselves and have to
communicate with other clusters in the surrounding or
independent devices. The purpose of going for a multi-hop
group communication
1) Providing service continuity even when the devices are out
of range of a base station.
2) Sharing information among all the devices that participate
in the group.
3) Off-loading of cellular traffic
4) Provide communication in disaster scenario
5) Automation
Here in the proposed network, the devices that are supposed
to form the cluster or the local network are designed to
communicate in a network without any fixed infrastructure.
The clusters that are formed of the IoT devices are supposed
to communicate among themselves by making use of the
network with fixed infrastructure. The pattern and
advantages are discussed below.

The WiFi direct mode enables device-to-device
connectivity between mobile IoT devices. Other short-range
wireless technologies include Bluetooth, ultra-wideband
technology, and near field communication are common
examples that enable device-to-device communication. Here
link discovery and authentication are maintained solely by
the devices. Sustained transmission and scanning during the
link discovery process consumes a significant amount of
energy from the devices. This will not be a major concern in
an IoT network since most of the sensors are gonna be within
a fixed range and the discovery of devices within the given
range will not consume a large amount of energy.

1. Communication Of Devices In Internet Of Things(IoT)
That Form The Cluster

2. Communication Between Clustered Devices In Any
Network

Link establishment among groups is achieved by paging.
Paging is a procedure the network uses to find out a device's
location before the actual connection establishment. Secure
communication occurs once links are established. The main
attribute of this approach is that it facilitates a
self-organizing stand-alone device-to-device communication
setup without a network infrastructure anytime and
anywhere as long as there are devices ready to communicate
[32, 33, 34]. The reason for poor adoption is that it is difficult
to establish cooperative communication between any two
devices unless they belong to a known user. Also, the
approach requires the user's manual intervention for a device
to be paired with another device.

The devices that form a group or cluster will make use of
infrastructure-dependent communication for communicating
among themselves. Among other procedures, the
infrastructure-based network facilitates link discovery and
security procedures such as device authentication [20]. Link
discovery is a process by which devices find neighboring
devices within a range, which is a major concern in a cluster.
Moreover, neighboring devices must be available in a
device's communication range for connectivity and routing
[21].
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Fig : Proposed group communication among cluster

The devices which form the cluster can find the adjacent
devices in a single hop if it is the closest device or it can make
use of multi-hop fashion to communicate and identify the
devices to which the current node(device) has to establish a
connection and has to transfer data. This overcomes the need
to establish a centralized data repository regarding the
location of the devices or to maintain a central connecting
device.

The link discovery process includes broadcast to other
networks to connect with. In a network-dependent
communication, the network infrastructure can enable a
faster and more energy-efficient link discovery by informing
devices about other devices within its range[22, 23]. Hence
link discovery is less time consuming and energy-efficient.
Hence
an
infrastructure
dependent network can be used
for
long-distance
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5. Self-configuration, self-organization, and autonomy:
Most D2D networks will be self-configuring,
self-organized, and autonomous. Therefore, devices
will handle interference management, translation of
different network protocols, and end-to-end
communication.
Hence we can say that intelligent IoT communication
requires innovative methods to communicate with one
another. The solution lies in the heart of the networking
process, which is routing[15]. Here we present a
classification of routing algorithms/ protocols for the IoT and
analyze them concerning the characteristics of the
aforementioned device-to-device communication.
1. Stochastic / Probabilistic Algorithms

Fig: proposed group interaction architecture
Another limitation is the lack of automated security
mechanisms for authenticating devices during the
communication link establishment. However, network
infrastructure can facilitate automated secure authentication
during connection establishment. Link discovery and
authentication processes are easier if devices belong to the
same network provider.
Limitations in utilizing fixed infrastructure:
i. Devices/ clusters must have cellular network
subscriptions [31].
ii. Devices/ clusters must subscribe to the same network
[31].
iii. Devices/ clusters in each other's range but not
connected to a cellular network infrastructure that can
facilitate device-to-device communication will not be
able to communicate.
Routing Algorithms / Protocols For intelligent
communication in IOT
IoT devices require the transmission of sensed data between
devices or from a set of devices to a central station for
analysis or storage. However, the inherent characteristics of a
typical device-to-device communication in IoT raise many
challenges that traditional routing protocols cannot resolve.
Some characteristics of device-to-device communication
within the IoT ecosystem include the following.
1. Heterogeneity of devices: Devices differ as a result of
their functionality
2. Device coexistence and collaboration: Various
devices that can interconnect and communicate
anytime in a collaborative manner with any other
device will coexist.
3. Diverse networks and networking standards.
4. Device limitations: Devices will be constrained in
terms of battery life, memory, and processing
power.
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These types of algorithms have particular optimization
objectives. They are designed to formulate routing
probabilities that optimize a set of network resources such as
energy consumption, link metrics, etc. Any selected route is
one that maximizes the criteria of interest. Two basic
methods used for optimization by these algorithms are
real-time optimization and apriori optimization.
In real-time optimization, information about the criteria of
interest is revealed as data traffic flows from device to device,
thus routes ae dynamically created and on the available
information. This method consumes a lot of energy and
computational power. For apriori optimization, a solution is
determined beforehand and the solution is probabilistically
constrained, thus routes that are created mist have
probabilities within the set constraints [39].
Most of the routing algorithms in this category have been
proposed for wireless networks because of the unstable
environment that the wireless medium creates. Therefore,
stochastic routing algorithms are better suited to support the
unpredictable
mobility patterns
of
devices
in
device-to-device communication within the IoT.
2. Bioinspired Algorithms
This class of algorithms addresses the challenges that are
common and significant to large-scale networks, which are
characterized by complex and heterogeneous architectures, a
dynamic and self-organizing nature, resource constraints,
and the absence of centralized control and infrastructure [37,
38].
The main principles behind the operation of ACO routing
algorithms include the following.
1. Foraging: It is a process used by ants to discover
the shortest path from their nest to a food source.
2. Stigmergy: It is the process by which ants locally
modify discovered paths and react to these
modifications, thus creating a form of global
coordination among themselves [42].
Features
of
bio-inspired
algorithms that make them
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appealing for the development of routing algorithms for
intelligent device-to-device communication include the
following.
1. They can handle the heterogeneity and asymmetry
in the capabilities and technology of
communicating devices within the IoT.
2. They
can
support
self-organizing,
self-configuration, and collaboration, which
facilitate
the
setup
of
autonomous
infrastructure-independent
device-to-device
communication in the IoT environment.
3. Bioinspired algorithms can dynamically adapt to
ensure end-to-end communication between
devices.
4. Adaptability
to
changing
environmental
conditions.
5. Robustness and resiliency.
6. Efficient management of constrained resources.
3. Hierarchical Algorithms
Hierarchical algorithms can be tree-based or cluster-based.
Tree-based algorithms: Tree-based algorithms require
that devices share the same destination. A tree of multiple
hops is dynamically constructed for routing messages and
data, which creates a traffic pattern of many to one. This
feature limits their general use in the IoT as different
communication patterns could exist between devices. For
example, communication in a D2D network may be one to
one, one to many, many to one, and many to many.
Cluster-based algorithms: Cluster-based algorithms
hierarchically classify devices/clusters. Devices have
different roles according to their level of the hierarchy. The
device with the highest hierarchy in a particular group is the
cluster head (CH) or the leader of the group. Typically, the
CH is responsible for communicating the information
generated within its cluster to another cluster or the central
station/storage device. How to choose a CH is a major issue
with this class of algorithms. Many algorithms have been
proposed in the literature on the election of a CH, but these
algorithms generate additional delay and complexity, which
may not be suitable for many D2D communications in the
IoT.
Context-Aware Algorithms: Context is any information
that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity
(people or objects). In the case of devices, context gives their
internal or external status and can be extracted from a device,
its environment, or the content of received messages. A
system is said to be context-aware if it uses the gathered
context to provide relevant services to the user, where
relevancy depends on the user’s task. Thus, context can be
used to provide a routing service to a device when the
device’s task is to forward data.
A context-aware system or application also can
dynamically change or adapt its output or behavior based on
the context of the entity it is providing service to. Concerning
device-to-device communication, context-aware routing
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algorithms can obtain relevant information (context) about
the situation surrounding devices within a network and select
routes through which to forward traffic/data based on the
information.
Context-aware algorithms possess the following features:
1. Contextual sensing: the ability y to detect contextual
information.
2. contextual adaptation: the ability to execute or modify a
service automatically based on the current context.
3. contextual resource discovery: the ability to locate and
exploit relevant resources and services.
4. contextual augmentation: the ability to associate digital
data with the user’s context.
Although each class of algorithm has its applicability, the
classes most suitable for intelligent D2D communication in
the IoT are the stochastic, bioinspired, and context-aware
algorithms. These algorithms support the characteristics of
intelligent D2D communication. They are also able to
opportunistically leverage network resources in real-time to
allow cognitive and seamless communications.
III. FUTURE CHALLENGES IN IMPLEMENTING
THE PROPOSED MODEL
1. Communication Resource Optimization
Communication
resource
optimization
involves
maximizing the use of available network resources. These
resources can be classified as global and local resources.
Global resources are network resources such as the frequency
spectrum, whereas local resources are the resources that are
inherent to devices.
The mechanisms for efficient frequency allocation and
sharing should be able to do the following.
1. Intelligently share and allocate frequency blocks
among network traffic by using criteria, which are
determined from signaling or control information
received from devices. A criterion may be traffic
content or quality of service.
2. Perform adaptive selection and scheduling of
frequency blocks for traffic within the network.
2. Optimized Route Discovery and Management
Optimized route discovery involves finding the best possible
path for end-to-end device-to0-device communication by
taking into consideration the networks and device
constraints. Route management is the process of finding the
best alternative path when a link on an established route fails.
to achieve optimized route discovery and management,
intelligent protocols are needed. Some factors relevant to the
IoT that affect the discovery and maintenance of multihop
routes include the following.
i. Mobility
ii. Lack of cooperation between devices\
iii. Lack of adequate communication resources
iv. Spectrum switching
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3. Cooperation Between Devices in the IoT
Device-to-Device communication in the IoT will typically
be multiple hops in nature because devices have to relay
traffic for one another, thus performing routing functions.
This will necessitate cooperation between devices.
Cooperation is a challenge that affects the achievement of
optimal routing in device-device communication. Some
devices may not collaborate to relay other device's traffic
because of reasons such as limited available power, security,
and trust. therefore, effective mechanisms for enabling and
coordinating cooperation between devices are required. A
solution to this challenge is to use human social networking
concepts. The authors developed a cooperation strategy based
on special trust and social reciprocity for device-to-device
communication.
4. Security
The provision of security in a complex and heterogeneous
IoT ecosystem remains a significant challenge. Considering
that device-to-device communication involves interactions
between the cyber and the physical world, it is imperative to
develop mechanisms that provide reliable security services
such as the following.
1. Privacy
2. Authentication
3. Integrity
Security attacks in device-to-device communication include
the following.
1. Inference attack
2. Distributed denial-of-service attack
IV. CONCLUSION
Device-to-Device communication is an integral part of any
IoT network. Here we are suggesting a network where the
devices in a local network communicate with each other in
the infrastructure-less network and these local networks and
individual devices communicate with each other by making
use of an infrastructure-based network. The reason behind
this is that the devices within a cluster are within a
short-range and can make use of infrastructure-less
networks, where there is no need for setting up a network and
base station for these devices. In a very large space, an
infrastructure-less network will take a very large amount of
time to find the peer network or devices hence a fixed
network is required to overcome this overhead. The proposed
architecture will provide reliable communication within and
between the clusters.
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